The disclosure discloses a method of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units, which includes: configuring patterns for arbitrary position replacement of N data units; and during a process of data unit replacement, performing a replacement operation on the N data units according to the configured patterns. The disclosure further discloses a device of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units. By means of the method and device, an occupied area of a data unit replacement circuit in a chip can be decreased, and power consumption can be reduced.
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METHOD AND DEVICE OF SUPPORTING ARBITRARY REPLACEMENT OF MULTIPLE DATA UNITS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of a vector processor in a chip design, and in particular to a method and device of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units.

BACKGROUND

[0002] At present, a communication protocol includes multiple modes such as a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Time Division-Synchronization Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA), and Long Term Evolution (LTE). If an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) method is adopted to achieve a chip of a multimode compatible mobile terminal, the obtained chip will have drawbacks such as a large chip area, high power consumption, and lack of flexibility. A currently proposed Software-Defined Radio (SDR) technique is a great potential technique for solving the problem for the chip design of the multimode compatible mobile terminal, and a programmable vector processor is core architecture of the SDR.

[0003] In order to support processing of a multimode base band, it is required that a vector processor must be able to perform several G times of operations each second. The number of data units processed by the vector processor each time is very large and is generally 8, 16 or 32. One data unit is 32 bits, which represents a pair of floating point data. In order to process these vector data flexibly, arbitrary position replacement of data units within the vector processor is an essential operation.

[0004] A solution of arbitrary position replacement of data units proposed in the prior art is shown in FIG. 1. In order to implement position replacement of 32 data units, 32 32-to-1 selectors are required. In FIG. 1, in0, in1, ..., and in31 denote 32 data units to be performed position replacement, and out0, out1, ..., and out31 denote a result of position replacement of the 32 data units. The 32 data units need to be input into 32 32-to-1 selectors respectively, each of the 32-to-1 selectors selects one data unit from the input 32 data units, and 32 data units after position replacement are finally obtained. If the 32-to-1 selectors are converted into 2-to-1 selectors, then the method requires 32×31 (=992) 2-to-1 selectors. Although this method can implement arbitrary position replacement of data units, it can be seen that the number of selectors used by an implementation procedure thereof is very large, such that an occupied area of a data unit replacement circuit in a chip is very large and power consumption is also very high.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of this, a main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a method and device of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units, which can decrease an occupied area of a data unit replacement circuit in a chip and can reduce power consumption.

[0006] In order to achieve the above purpose, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

[0007] The disclosure provides a method of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units, which includes configuring patterns for arbitrary position replacement of N data units. The method further includes:

- [0008] during a process of data unit replacement, performing a replacement operation on the N data units according to the configured patterns;
- [0009] wherein N denotes a number of the data units and is equal to $2^n$, and the m is a positive integer.
- [0010] Preferably, when N is 32, the method may include:
- [0011] configuring patterns for arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units; and during a process of data unit replacement, performing the following replacement operations successively on the 32 data units according to the configured patterns: a replacement operation of four data units, a replacement operation of eight data units, a replacement operation of 16 data units, and a replacement operation of 32 data units.
- [0012] Preferably, the configured patterns may include: a configuration of control lines corresponding to cross selectors, which is for controlling a replacement operation of two data units during a process of replacement.
- [0013] Preferably, the step of performing a replacement operation of four data units on the 32 data units may include:
- [0014] dividing the 32 data units into eight groups, wherein each group includes four data units; and
- [0015] performing a replacement operation on the four data units of the respective group respectively.
- [0016] Preferably, the step of performing a replacement operation of eight data units on the 32 data units may include:
- [0017] performing a pairwise combination on eight groups of data units on which the replacement operation of four data units is performed, to generate four groups of sequences of eight data units; and
- [0018] performing the replacement operation of eight data units on the four groups of data unit sequences respectively according to the configured patterns.
- [0019] Preferably, the step of performing a replacement operation of 16 data units on the 32 data units may include:
- [0020] performing a pairwise combination on four groups of data units on which the replacement operation of eight data units is performed, to generate two groups of sequences of 16 data units; and
- [0021] performing the replacement operation of 16 data units on the two groups of data unit sequences respectively according to the configured patterns.
- [0022] Preferably, the step of performing a replacement operation of 32 data units on the 32 data units may include:
- [0023] combining two groups of data units on which the replacement operation of 16 data units is performed, to generate one group of a 32 data unit sequence; and
- [0024] performing the replacement operation of 32 data units on the group of data unit sequence according to the configured patterns.
- [0025] The disclosure further provides a device of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units, which includes a configuring module and a replacement processing module, wherein
- [0026] the configuring module is configured to configure patterns for arbitrary position replacement of N data units; and
- [0027] the replacement processing module is configured to, during a process of data unit replacement, perform a replacement operation on the N data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module;
[0028] wherein **N** denotes a number of the data units and is equal to $2^n$, and **m** is a positive integer.

[0029] Preferably, when **N** is 32,

[0030] the configuring module may be configured to configure patterns for arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units; and

[0031] the replacement processing module is configured to, during a process of data unit replacement, perform the following replacement operations successively on the 32 data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module: a replacement operation of four data units, a replacement operation of eight data units, a replacement operation of 16 data units, and a replacement operation of 32 data units.

[0032] Preferably, the replacement processing module may further include: a four data unit replacement module, an eight data unit replacement module, a 16 data unit replacement module, and a 32 data unit replacement module, wherein

[0033] the four data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of four data units on the 32 data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the eight data unit replacement module;

[0034] the eight data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of eight data units on 32 data units sent by the four data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the 16 data unit replacement module;

[0035] the 16 data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of 16 data units on 32 data units sent by the eight data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the 32 data unit replacement module; and

[0036] the 32 data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of 32 data units on 32 data units sent by the 16 data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module.

[0037] According to the method and device of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units provided by the disclosure, patterns for arbitrary position replacement of **N** data units are configured; and during a process of data unit replacement, a replacement operation is performed on the **N** data units according to the configured patterns. When the method of the disclosure is applied to perform an operation of arbitrary replacement on 32 data units, 15 orders of exchanging operations are performed, and 382 2-to-1 selectors are required. The number of 2-to-1 selectors required by the disclosure is much less than that required in the prior art, which is 992. Therefore, the disclosure can decrease an occupied area of a data unit replacement circuit in a chip, and power consumption can also be reduced correspondingly due to the decrease of the occupied area of the circuit.

[0038] Furthermore, the replacement operation of the disclosure needs only two clock cycles, which is very quick.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0039] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of implementation of a method of supporting arbitrary replacement of 32 data units in the prior art.

[0040] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of implementing a method of supporting arbitrary replacement of 32 data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0041] FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of sorting four data units in terms of patterns according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0042] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of four data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0043] FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram of 2-to-1 selectors corresponding to respective cross lines when performing position replacement of data units according to the disclosure;

[0044] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of eight data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0045] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of 16 data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

[0046] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of 32 data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

[0047] FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a device of supporting arbitrary replacement of 32 data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0048] The basic idea of the disclosure is: patterns for arbitrary position replacement of **N** data units are configured; and during a process of data unit replacement, a replacement operation is performed on the **N** data units according to the configured patterns.

[0049] The **N** denotes the number of the data units and is equal to $2^n$, and the **m** is a positive integer. Taking 32 data units as an example, during a process of data unit replacement, a replacement operation of four data units, a replacement operation of eight data units, a replacement operation of 16 data units and a replacement operation of 32 data units is performed on the 32 data units successively according to the configured patterns.

[0050] The patterns are: parameters corresponding to final positions obtained after position replacement of data units of an input vector processor. For example, assuming that four data units e0, e1, e2, and e3 are input from left to right, a position sequence to be output is e3, e0, e1, and e2, then the values of parameters p0, p1, p2, and p3 of patterns are configured as 1, 2, 3, and 0 respectively. Of course, the patterns further include cross selectors required for data exchanging, i.e., a configuration of control lines corresponding to 2-to-1 selectors.

[0051] The disclosure is described by taking 32 data units as an example. However, the solution of the disclosure is not limited to arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units, but can also apply to arbitrary replacement of 64 or more data units. Of course, the disclosure supports arbitrary replacement of 4, 8 and 16 data units, and a specific implementation method of the disclosure is described below.

[0052] The disclosure is further elaborated below with reference to the drawings and specific embodiments.

[0053] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of implementing a method of supporting arbitrary replacement of 32 data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, an implementation flow of the method includes:

[0054] Step 201: Patterns for arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units are configured.

[0055] Specifically, the patterns for arbitrary replacement of 32 data units are configured according to an actual need,
that is, a configuration is performed according to a required final result obtained from position replacement of 32 data units.

[0056] For example, taking four data units as an example, assuming that four data units in an input vector processor need to be replaced from a position sequence of c0, c1, c2, and c3 to a position sequence of c3, c1, c2, and c0, when patterns are configured, it is assumed that four initial parameters corresponding to the patterns are denoted by p0, p1, p2, and p3, and values corresponding to the four initial parameters are set as 3, 1, 2, and 0 respectively, that is, the patterns are configured according to output positions of input data. The values 3, 1, 2, and 0 are performed pairwise comparison and are sorted in ascending order, and a finally obtained result must be 0, 1, 2, and 3. When pairwise comparison is performed, a control linectl corresponding to each cross selector is generated. It can

assumed that when ctl=1, it is represented that positions of two data are exchanged, and that when ctl=0, it is represented that positions of two data are invariable. As shown in FIG. 3, the left side of FIG. 3 represents replacement patterns, and the right side of FIG. 3 is a flow of position replacement of data units input into a vector processor actually, wherein all horizontal arrows represent control lines. Sorting of left four parameters p0=3, p1=1, p2=2, and p3=0 needs to perform exchanging of three orders. During sorting of the first order, because p0=p1 and p2=p3, control lines corresponding to cross selectors arectl=1 and ctl=1 respectively. During sorting of the second order, because p1=p3 and p0=p2, control lines corresponding to cross selectors arectl=1 and ctl=1 respectively. During sorting of the third order, because p2=p1, a control line corresponding to a cross selector isctl=1. Therefore, when actually input four data units c0, c1, c2, and c3 are performed position replacement, exchanging of each order will be performed under the control of control lines generated according to left patterns, and an obtained result is shown as the right side of FIG. 3.

[0057] A method for configuring patterns for arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units is the same as the method for configuring patterns for arbitrary position replacement of the above four data units, which is mainly to configure control lines of respective cross selectors, for controlling a position replacement operation of two data units during a process of replacement. Position replacement of 32 data units is divided into four steps, and each of the steps corresponds to corresponding patterns. Specific patterns are not elaborated here, which can be referred to flowcharts of replacing data units in subsequent steps.

[0058] Step 202: A replacement operation of four data units is performed on the 32 data units according to the configured patterns.

[0059] Specifically, the 32 data units are divided into eight groups first, and each group includes four data units. A replacement operation is performed on the four data units of each group respectively. For example, assuming that the 32 data units are a0, a1, a2, . . . , and a31 respectively, each four data units are divided into a group in sequence, and the first group includes a0, a1, a2, and a3. According to the configured patterns, i.e., under the control of control lines of cross selectors in the patterns, positions of two data is interchanged to complete the replacement operation for the a0, a1, a2, and a3. Replacement operations of other seven groups are performed in the same way.

[0060] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of four data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 4, replacement of four data units requires exchanging operations of three orders, and an exchanging operation between two data units is controlled by control lines of a cross selector in corresponding patterns, i.e., control lines of a 2-to-1 selector. It can also be seen from FIG. 4 that the position replacement of four data units requires 5x2 cross selectors, i.e., 10 2-to-1 selectors. Then, for eight groups, i.e., 32 data units, 80 2-to-1 selectors are required.

[0061] FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram of 2-to-1 selector corresponding to respective cross lines when performing position replacement of data units according to the disclosure. int0 and int1 are two data units before position exchanging, out0 and out1 are two data units after position exchanging, ctl is a control line, and the 2-to-1 selector determines under the control of the control line whether to exchange the positions of the two data units. As shown in FIG. 5, when the positions of the two data units are exchanged, each generated cross line corresponds to two 2-to-1 selectors, so the number of 2-to-1 selectors required in each step can be obtained.

[0062] Step 203: The 32 data units are performed a replacement operation of eight data units is performed on the 32 data units according to the configured patterns.

[0063] Specifically, the eight data units which two groups have completed the replacement operation of four data units in Step 202 are replaced into a sequence of eight data units according to the patterns. In other words, the eight groups of data units which are performed the replacement operation in Step 202 are performed a pairwise combination to generate four groups of sequences of eight data units, and the replacement operation of eight data units is performed on the four groups of data unit sequences respectively according to the configured patterns.

[0064] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of eight data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 6, a replacement is performed on data units b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, and b7. Here, the 32 data units are denoted by b0 to b31 so as to distinguish the 32 data units on which no position replacement is performed in Step 202. A result after performing the replacement operation of four data units on 32 data units a0, a1, a2, . . . , and a31 is denoted by b0, b1, b2, . . . , and b31.

[0065] It can be seen from FIG. 6 that replacement of eight data units requires exchanging operations of three orders. It can also be seen that the replacement of eight data units requires 9x2 cross selectors, i.e., 18 2-to-1 selectors. Then, for four groups, i.e., 32 data units, 72 2-to-1 selectors are required.

[0066] Step 204: A replacement operation of 16 data units is performed on the 32 data units according to the configured patterns.

[0067] Specifically, the 16 data units which two groups have completed the replacement operation of eight data units in Step 203 are replaced into a sequence of 16 data units according to the patterns. In other words, the four groups of data units which are performed the replacement operation in Step 203 are performed a pairwise combination to generate two groups of sequences of 16 data units, and the replacement operation of 16 data units is performed according to the configured patterns.

[0068] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of 16 data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 7, a replacement is performed on data units c0, c1, c2, . . . , and c15. Here, the 32 data units are denoted by c0 to c31 so as to distinguish the 32 data units on
which the position replacement of eight data units is performed in Step 203, and a result after performing the replacement operation of eight data units on 32 data units b0, b1, b2, \ldots, and b31 is denoted by c0, c1, c2, \ldots, and c31.

It can be seen from FIG. 7 that replacement of 16 data units requires exchanging operations of four orders. It can also be seen that the replacement of 16 data units requires 25x2 cross selectors, i.e., 50 2-to-1 selectors. Then, for two groups, i.e., 32 data units, 100 2-to-1 selectors are required.

Step 205: A replacement operation of 32 data units is performed on the 32 data units according to the configured patterns.

Specifically, a replacement operation is performed on the 32 data units of two groups on which the replacement operation of 16 data units has been performed in Step 204 to obtain a 32 data unit sequence according to the patterns, that is, the two groups of data units on which the replacement operation is performed in Step 204 are combined to generate one group of a 32 data unit sequence, and the replacement operation of 32 data units is performed according to the configured patterns.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of performing position replacement of 32 data units according to an embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 8, an replacement is performed on data units d0, d1, d2, \ldots, and d31. Here, the 32 data units are denoted by d0 to d31 so as to distinguish 32 data units on which position replacement of 16 data units is performed in Step 204, and a result after performing the replacement operation of 16 data units on 32 data units c0, c1, c2, \ldots, and c31 is denoted by d0, d1, d2, \ldots, and d31.

It can be seen from FIG. 8 that replacement of 32 data units requires exchanging operations of five orders. It can also be seen that the replacement of 32 data units requires 65x2 cross selectors, i.e., 130 2-to-1 selectors.

It can be obtained from Steps 202 to 205 that replacement of 32 data units of the disclosure requires 80+72+100+130=382 2-to-1 selectors, and it needs to perform exchanging operations of 3+3+4+5+15 orders during the whole process of replacement. If the replacement is generalized, N data units require exchanging operations of \(\log_2 N + \log_2 N + 4\log_2 N + 3\log_2 N\) orders, in which \(N = 2^m\), and m is a positive integer.

In addition, in exchanging operations of each order of the disclosure, a time delay of the 2-to-1 selector is about 0.2 ns. If the 2-to-1 selector needs to operate at 500 MHz, then an arbitrary replacement operation of 32 data units needs to take two clock cycles, and is very quick.

Here, a 2-to-1 selector, a time delay in a TSMC low power consumption library of 65 ns is generally less than 0.2 ns. The disclosure performs exchanging operations of 15 orders, therefore the time delay is 15x0.2=3 ns. Since a clock cycle of 500 MHz is 2 ns, execution time of 3 ns is divided into two cycles, each cycle of which is 1.5 ns. Therefore, the disclosure can be done within two cycles under a clock of 500 MHz.

It can be known from the prior art that, when a replacement operation is performed on 32 data units, an existing implementation method requires 992 2-to-1 selectors, the number of which is much greater than the number of 2-to-1 selectors required by the disclosure. It can be seen that the disclosure can decrease an occupied area of a data unit replacement circuit in a chip and correspondingly reduce power consumption.

The disclosure further discloses a device of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units, which includes a configuring module and a replacement processing module.

The configuring module is configured to configure patterns for arbitrary position replacement of N data units; and

The replacement processing module is configured to, during a process of data unit replacement, perform a replacement operation on the N data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module.

The device of the disclosure is elaborated below by taking N=32 as an example. As shown in FIG. 9, the device includes a configuring module and a replacement processing module.

The configuring module is configured to configure patterns for arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units; and

The replacement processing module is configured to, during a process of data unit replacement, perform the following replacement operations successively on the 32 data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module: a replacement operation of four data units, a replacement operation of eight data units, a replacement operation of 16 data units, and a replacement operation of 32 data units on the 32 data units.

In the disclosure, the configuring module can either be implemented by software or be implemented by hardware. Of course, the configuring module is preferably implemented by software, which can decrease an occupied area of the device in a chip.

The replacement processing module includes a four data unit replacement module, an eight data unit replacement module, a 16 data unit replacement module, and a 32 data unit replacement module.

The four data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of four data units on the 32 data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the eight data unit replacement module;

The eight data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of eight data units on 32 data units sent by the four data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the 16 data unit replacement module;

The 16 data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of 16 data units on 32 data units sent by the eight data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the 32 data unit replacement module; and

The 32 data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of 32 data units on 32 data units sent by the 16 data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module.

The solution of the disclosure can be extensively used to arbitrary position replacement of vector data units in a vector processor or arbitrary position replacement of parallel multiple data units in other applications.

The above are only preferable embodiments of the disclosure, which are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure.
1. A method of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units, which comprises configuring patterns for arbitrary position replacement of N data units, the method further comprising:
   during a process of data unit replacement, performing a replacement operation on the N data units according to the configured patterns;
   wherein N denotes a number of the data units and is equal to $2^m$, and m is a positive integer.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein when N is 32, the method comprising:
   configuring patterns for arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units; and
   during a process of data unit replacement, performing the following replacement operations successively on the 32 data units according to the configured patterns: a replacement operation of four data units, a replacement operation of eight data units, a replacement operation of 16 data units, and a replacement operation of 32 data units.
3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the configured patterns comprise: a configuration of control lines corresponding to cross selectors, which is for controlling a replacement operation of two data units during a process of replacement.
4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of performing a replacement operation of four data units on the 32 data units comprises:
   dividing the 32 data units into eight groups, wherein each group comprises four data units; and
   performing a replacement operation on the four data units of the respective group respectively.
5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of performing a replacement operation of eight data units on the 32 data units comprises:
   performing a pairwise combination on eight groups of data units on which the replacement operation of four data units is performed, to generate four groups of sequences of eight data units; and
   performing the replacement operation of eight data units on the four groups of data unit sequences respectively according to the configured patterns.
6. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of performing a replacement operation of 16 data units on the 32 data units comprises:
   performing a pairwise combination on four groups of data units on which the replacement operation of eight data units is performed, to generate two groups of sequences of 16 data units; and
   performing the replacement operation of 16 data units on the two groups of data unit sequences respectively according to the configured patterns.
7. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of performing a replacement operation of 32 data units on the 32 data units comprises:
   combining two groups of data units on which the replacement operation of 16 data units is performed, to generate one group of a 32 data unit sequence; and
   performing the replacement operation of 32 data units on the group of data unit sequence according to the configured patterns.
8. A device of supporting arbitrary replacement of multiple data units, the device comprising a processor for implementing a configuring module and a replacement processing module, wherein
   the configuring module is configured to configure patterns for arbitrary position replacement of N data units; and
   the replacement processing module is configured to, during a process of data unit replacement, perform a replacement operation on the N data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module;
   wherein N denotes a number of the data units and is equal to 2, and m is a positive integer.
9. The device according to claim 8, wherein when N is 32, the configuring module is configured to configure patterns for arbitrary position replacement of 32 data units; and
   the replacement processing module is configured to, during a process of data unit replacement, perform the following replacement operations successively on the 32 data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module: a replacement operation of four data units, a replacement operation of eight data units, a replacement operation of 16 data units, and a replacement operation of 32 data units.
10. The device according to claim 9, wherein the replacement processing module comprises: a four data unit replacement module, an eight data unit replacement module, a 16 data unit replacement module, and a 32 data unit replacement module, wherein
   the four data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of four data units on the 32 data units according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the eight data unit replacement module;
   the eight data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of eight data units on 32 data units sent by the four data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the 16 data unit replacement module;
   the 16 data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of 16 data units on 32 data units sent by the eight data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module, and send a replacement result to the 32 data unit replacement module;
   and
   the 32 data unit replacement module is configured to perform the replacement operation of 32 data units on 32 data units sent by the 16 data unit replacement module according to the patterns configured by the configuring module.
11. The method according to claim 2, wherein the configured patterns comprise: a configuration of control lines corresponding to cross selectors, which is for controlling a replacement operation of two data units during a process of replacement.